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Digital Montage
Wonder has an established link to the history and
philosophy of science. However, there is little
acknowledgement of the relationship between the visual
arts and wonder. This book presents a new perspective
on this overlooked connection, allowing a unique insight
into the role of wonder in contemporary visual practice.
Artists, curators and art theorists give accounts of their
approach to wonder through the use of materials, objects
and ways of exhibiting. These accounts not only raise
issues of a particular relevance to the way in which we
encounter our reality today but ask to what extent artists
utilize the function of wonder purposely in their work.
A gallery of haunting, evocative new work by
internationally acclaimed photographer Keith Carter.
Domesticating the Invisible examines how postwar
notions of form developed in response to newly
perceived environmental threats, in turn inspiring artists
to model plastic composition on natural systems often
invisible to the human eye. Melissa S. Ragain focuses on
the history of art education in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, to understand how an environmental
approach to form inspired new art programs at Harvard
and MIT. As they embraced scientistic theories of
composition, these institutions also cultivated young
artists as environmental agents who could influence
urban design and contribute to an ecologically sensitive
public sphere. Ragain combines institutional and
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intellectual histories to map how the emergency of
environmental crisis altered foundational modernist
assumptions about form, transforming questions about
aesthetic judgment into questions about an ethical
relationship to the environment.
This collection of articles covering the time span from the
Late Middle Ages to the twentieth century intends to
challenge the current neglect of the interplay between
esoteric knowledge and the visual arts. 'Art and Alchemy'
indicates that alchemy indeed has several connections
with art by examining some of the pictorial and literary
books that disseminated alchemical symbols and ideas,
delving into images, which in one way or another can be
shown to appropriate and interpret alchemical ideas or
environments, and expanding the scope of alchemical
imagery by indicating structural affinities between
alchemical processes and artistic creation.
Offers a survey of modern painting, photography,
sculpture, ceramics, and murals from the San Francisco
area, and provides brief profiles of each artist
“The Artistic Properties of Reflective” is California artist
Marques Vickers photographic edition of over 105+
captured images of inverted and reflective objects
mirrored by glass. The diverse photo sequence was
captured through a variety of windows from the port
district of Tacoma, Washington. FROM THE PREFACE:
When lightning strikes sand, the optical dispersal of
imagery mirrors and scatters coherent composition. The
alchemy involved in forming glass creates curtains of
fluid and reflective waveforms. This distortion
reassembles appearance into fresh reconstructions.
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Reality is transposed into a hallucination of disintegrating
elements, elevating its innate simplicity into multi-
dimensional appearance. This deconstruction process
enables a viewer to visualize objects into unimaginable
patterns. We are confronted with a vision that challenges
our neatly and concisely constructed assemblages. We
are compelled to acknowledge the inner layers of
composition superficially invisible to the eye. We break
imagery into constructive granulated sands that
ultimately disjointed unions. Alchemy in its purest form is
the ability to transmute base metals into noble and
precious derivatives such as gold. The practice of
western alchemy dates back to ancient Egypt with the
city of Alexandria as its capital. Islam and Asian based
religions embraced the shadowy art from their earliest
inception. This ancient transformation of base metals
symbolically assumed a spiritual dimension as an elixir of
life. In the context of glass reflection, linear shapes are
restructured into abstractions and curvatures. Objects
are liberated from their fixed matter and reshaped into
fluid forms lacking edge and definition. The decline of
alchemy as an established practice was facilitated in the
early eighteen century by the rise and acceptance of
modern scientific methodology. Ancient spirituality and
mysticism were displaced by experimentation and
quantitative comparison. Chemistry universally replaced
the role of alchemy. There remains a space for
interpretive alchemy when one views the unlocked
reflections stimulated by glass. Restructuring matter
becomes as mystical as reconstructing sand particles
into sheets of solid matter.
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Michael McCaffrey continues to wrestle with his own
alienation and detachment from the teaching profession,
direction of his life and personal relationships. He is
compelled to deal with unexpected loss and
abandonment on multiple levels. Throughout his ordeals,
he maintains his sense of humor and perspective. His
setbacks, distractions and inertia make forward progress
challenging. He observes the similar difficulty and
indecisiveness experienced by two of his former
university classmates. His intentioned departure from
teaching following his ninth year does not materialize.
His ambition towards cultivating a stable relationship
evaporates for reasons initially uncertain to him. He has
difficulty coming to terms with his fragmented life that
only periodically offers glimpses of hope and clarity. An
encounter with a former high school girlfriend prompts
him to consider what might have happened had he never
left his hometown. Another classmate, a self-professed
business success, lectures one of classes and illustrates
the contrast between McCaffrey’s present stagnation
and a vocational path he abandoned early in his career.
As his narrative enters into his thirteenth year of
teaching, his observations and caustic opinions become
more pronounced and unwelcome. He’s aware of the
estrangement with his current faculty peers. As his closet
confidants leave, he realizes St. Elizabeth-St. Ignacious
High School has changed irrevocably. He is not an
integral part of the shift and has become professionally
expendable. During his tenth teaching year, a new
Principal, Brother Morton Brickell replaces the departed
Brother (Mumbles) Moody. McCaffrey compares Moody
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to a flute and Brickell to a brass trumpet, often loudly
overstating the obvious. Brickell’s own tenure and
influence becomes abbreviated due to a change in
school management. During the summer following his
eleventh year, the financial allure of shifting back to
corporate employment coupled by a seemingly healthy
relationship nearly changes his fate. Despite the
promising prospects, McCaffrey is destined to continue
teaching and remaining alone. Brickell’s replacement,
Sister (Stoneface) Stanley clashes with McCaffrey her
initial year following scrutiny of his teaching and religious
commitment. The frigidity of their interactions prompts
him to question how long she will tolerate his continued
employment. McCaffrey continues his satirical
exchanges and pranks with faculty foils and adds
additional victims. He charts the meteoric influential rise
of the maintenance duo of Sid and Barney that
culminates in a faculty Christmas party implosion. He
assists a faculty peer in formatting teaching credential
assignments that concludes with him doubting the
substantive value of academic professional training.
McCaffrey documents his lively and playful interactions
with his students. Tense moments intervene. He is
confronted by a failing student that nearly erupts into a
physical altercation. He must also calm the religious
proselytizing from one of his zealous students seeking to
convert him. He attempts to keep his lectures varied and
relevant despite his flagging enthusiasm. One of his
classroom discussions addresses the increasingly
escalating violence in his hometown when one of his
students nearly becomes a casualty from a drive-by
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shooting. A former favorite student returns on campus
basking in an acclaim that eluded him while attending
SESI. Another returns as a polished and attractive
woman completing a teaching internship and introduces
complications into McCaffrey’s relationship void and
loneliness. McCaffrey’s forebodings about Sister
Stanley’s motives reach fruition during contract
negotiations following his thirteenth teaching year. Will
McCaffrey survive a decisive effort to get rid of him? If he
is destined to leave, who will ultimately determine the
terms of his departure?
Catherine McIntyre, like many fine artists, created
traditional art for decades before encountering the
versatility of digital imaging technology. Free of her
Rotring pens and scalpel, she now uses Photoshop to
create her montages. Visual Alchemy explores
McIntyre’s sources of inspiration as well as her
methods, offering an aesthetic guide to composition,
color, texture and all of the other means of
communication that artists have at their disposal. While
these concepts and techniques make use of Photoshop,
they will apply to any digital imaging program and indeed
to any medium, whether traditional or digital. Featuring
McIntyre’s own art as well as that of artists around the
globe, Visual Alchemy is an invitation to discover the
artistic possibilities of picture making through digital
montage.
An art historian shows how many surrealists and their
predecessors were steeped in magical ideas that were
expressed in their art: the sorcery of Dali, the alchemy of
Picasso, the Theosophy of Kandinsky, and the
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shamanism of Ernst and Carrington.
The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender
(LGBT) monthly newsmagazine. Established in 1967, it
is the oldest continuing LGBT publication in the United
States.
This re-examination of alchemical engravings of the late
Renaissance uses an innovative semiotic method in
analysing their geometrical and optical rhetorical
devices. The images are contextualised within
contemporary metaphysics, specifically, the discourse of
light, and in Protestant reformism.
Fables, folklore, and fantasy--this compendium of all
things alchemical and mystical gathers centuries of
esoteric mythology in the form of writings, drawings,
paintings, and prints. From early Christian mystics to the
illustrations of William Blake and the Romantics, this
collection spans science, philosophy, and otherworldly
mystery over the ages.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made
a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country. With award-winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food
to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience the
energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
Unlike many books on painting that usually talk about art
or painters, James Elkins’ compelling and original work
focuses on alchemy, for like the alchemist, the painter
seeks to transform and be transformed by the medium.
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In What Painting Is, James Elkins communicates the
experience of painting beyond the traditional vocabulary
of art history. Alchemy provides a magical language to
explore what it is a painter really does in her or his studio
- the smells, the mess, the struggle to control the
uncontrollable, the special knowledge only painters hold
of how colours will mix, and how they will look. Written
from the perspective of a painter-turned-art historian,
What Painting Is is like nothing you have ever read about
art.
“The Reflective Powers of Water as Visual Alchemy” is
California artist Marques Vickers photographic edition of
over 120+ images of inverted and reflective objects
created by water exposure. The diverse photo sequence
was captured through various bodies of water and
fountains throughout northwestern Washington State.
FROM THE PREFACE: The transparency properties of
water create magical illusions for reflective and
submerged objects. Their reappearance creates inverted
shapes and forms resembling non-objective artwork.
Water based distortions become variations of substance
and shadow resembling visual alchemy. Though water
appears crystalline, in truth its instinctive properties are a
slightly bluish hue. The accentuated surface tension
diffuses and redistributes color seemingly random and
erratically. The interaction between deconstructed color
created layers of overlap suggesting a deepened texture.
Alchemy in its purest form is the ability to transmute base
metals into noble and precious derivatives such as gold.
The practice of western alchemy dates back to ancient
Egypt with the city of Alexandria as its capital. Islam and
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Asian based religions embraced the shadowy art from
their earliest inception. This ancient transformation of
base metals symbolically assumed a spiritual dimension
as an elixir of life. In the context of water reflection, linear
shapes are restructured into abstractions and curvatures.
Objects are liberated from their fixed matter and
reshaped into fluid forms lacking edge and definition.
The decline of alchemy as an established practice was
facilitated in the early eighteen century by the rise and
acceptance of modern scientific methodology. Ancient
spirituality and mysticism were displaced by
experimentation and quantitative comparison. Chemistry
universally replaced the role of alchemy. There remains
a space for interpretive alchemy when one views the
unlocked reflections stimulated by water. Restructuring
matter becomes as mystical as water transforming into
vapor under extreme heat. Does not life resemble a
vapor? demands the poet. There is room for suspending
concrete imagery and structured color each time we view
the reflective and distorting properties of water. The
results create stunning and unimaginable imagery.
“Historic Seattle Architecture” is Marques Vickers’
illustrated edition of the city’s constructions built
between 1890-1930. Over 300+ photographs document
historical structures establishing a visual profile and
economic time capsule of Seattle’s early economic
legacy. The edition portrays the most influential
downtown constructions including the Smith and Seattle
Towers, Washington Mutual Triangle, Coliseum Theatre
and the Interurban, Arctic, Dexter Horton, and Pioneer
Buildings. Photographs from multiple perspectives
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accentuate distinctive architectural traits and detailing.
Contemporary Seattle is undergoing a dynamic
resurgence of architectural construction consisting
primarily of skyscrapers. Each completed monolith
provides an intriguing and often imposing contrast to the
modestly scaled structures from a distant era. Historical
preservation has enabled Seattle to assume a distinctive
and prominent in West Coast architecture. Seattle’s
integration of traditional and contemporary design
reinforces its image as a desirable urban living
environment. Few American cities can still document the
precise stages of their evolution by the remaining strata
of their architecture. Seattle is an exemplary example
showcasing that capability. Historically Seattle was
deeply traumatized by a devastating June 6th, 1889 fire
that decimated the entire downtown commercial district.
The entire composition of wood framed structures was
destroyed. The catastrophe ironically rejuvenated the
downtown, resulting in a fervent reconstruction program
consisting exclusively of stone and brick structures. Most
remain standing today. Wood framed building
construction was prohibited. The nationwide financial
Panic of 1893 compounded the calamity causing a
massive slowdown in construction. The Klondike gold
rush of 1896 spurred regional economic activity,
particularly in providing goods and services to the
Alaskan bound miners. During the first two decades of
the 20th century, Seattle accommodated a massive
incoming immigration. The influx resulted in the creation
of outlying tightly concentrated neighborhoods. The
downtown core swelled minus coordinated zoned
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planning. Steep hillsides were lowered to enable fresh
constructions and greenbelt territories. Parklands,
bridges and public works projects proliferated creating a
diverse blend of ambiance and chaos. In 1914, the
38-story Smith Tower was constructed and named after
firearm and typewriter magnate Lyman Cornelius Smith.
The skyscraper was Seattle’s first and among the tallest
outside of New York City at the time of its completion. It
remained the tallest building west of the Mississippi until
1931 and was only eclipsed within Seattle upon the
construction of the iconic Space Needle in 1962.
“Historic Seattle Architecture” showcases the unique
charm of urban Seattle that was and still remains.
Experience wonder and excitement as you mindfully
take your painting technique to the next level: It’s
Paint Alchemy. Part of the new Alchemy series,
Paint Alchemy explores how to build a painting
practice. Whether you’re a novice or an experienced
painter, you’ll learn how to create freely by
combining a foundation in solid techniques and
design principles with an open approach that stays
focused on the moment, rather than the end result.
You will learn how to prepare your art space, work
with intention, and move between action and
observation, responding to the work along the way.
Paint Alchemy will help you cultivate a full
perspective on the process: from developing ideas in
a sketchbook to crystalizing your vision. As you work
through the exercises, you’ll gain a better
understanding of color theory, mark making,
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representational form, abstraction, and composition.
Mindfulness, experimentation, and reflection will give
way to wonder as your paintings develop.
A visual feast of eclectic artwork informed and
inspired by spiritual beliefs, magical techniques,
mythology and otherworldly experiences. Mystical
beliefs and practices have existed for millennia, but
why do we still chase the esoteric? From the
beginning of human creativity itself, image-makers
have been drawn to these unknown spheres and
have created curious artworks that transcend time
and place – but what is it that attracts artists to these
magical realms? From theosophy and kabbalah, to
the zodiac and alchemy; spiritualism and ceremonial
magic, to the elements and sacred geometry – The
Art of the Occult introduces major occult themes and
showcases the artists who have been influenced and
led by them. Discover the symbolic and mythical
images of the Pre-Raphaelites; the automatic
drawing of Hilma af Klint and Madge Gill; Leonora
Carrington's surrealist interpretation of myth,
alchemy and kabbalah; and much more. Featuring
prominent, marginalised and little-known artists, The
Art of the Occult crosses mystical spheres in a bid to
inspire and delight. Divided into thematic chapters
(The Cosmos, Higher Beings, Practitioners), the
book acts as an entertaining introduction to the art of
mysticism – with essays examining each practice
and over 175 artworks to discover. The art of the
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occult has always existed in the margins but inspired
the masses, and this book will spark curiosity in all
fans of magic, mysticism and the mysterious.
A 20th anniversary edition of the art classic that
celebrates the intersection of creative expression
and spirituality—from one of the greatest living artists
of our time Twenty years after the original publication
of The Mission of Art, Alex Grey’s inspirational
message affirming art’s power for personal catharsis
and spiritual awakening is stronger than ever. In this
special anniversary edition, Grey—visionary painter,
spiritual leader, and best-selling author—combines
his extensive knowledge of art history with his own
experiences in creating art at the boundaries of
consciousness. Grey examines the roles of
conscience and intention in the creative process,
including practical techniques and exercises useful
in exploring the spiritual dimensions of art.
Challenging and thought-provoking, The Mission of
Art will be appreciated by everyone who has ever
contemplated the deeper purpose of creative
expression.
The sixteen-volume set comprising the LNCS
volumes 11205-11220 constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 15th European Conference on
Computer Vision, ECCV 2018, held in Munich,
Germany, in September 2018.The 776 revised
papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 2439 submissions. The papers are
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organized in topical sections on learning for vision;
computational photography; human analysis; human
sensing; stereo and reconstruction; optimization;
matching and recognition; video attention; and
poster sessions.
Eunice Lipton was a fledging art historian when she
first became intrigued by Victorine Meurent, the
nineteenth-century model who appeared in Edouard
Manet's most famous paintings, only to vanish from
history in a haze of degrading hearsay. But had this
bold and spirited beauty really descended into
prostitution, drunkenness, and early death—or did her
life, hidden from history, take a different course
altogether? Eunice Lipton's search for the answer
combines the suspense of a detective story with the
revelatory power of art, peeling off layers of lies to
reveal startling truths about Victorine Meurent—and
about Lipton herself.
The psychedelic rock poster is one of the most
explosively inventive, instantly recognisable, and
profoundly influential aesthetic movements of the
last century. The poster art that gave visual life to the
amazing music that sprang up across the Bay Area
from 1965 to 1970 lives on in 'Dreams Unreal'.
The visionary art of Portuguese artist Joma Sipe is
all about light-not the ordinary light of day but the
light of spiritual illumination, which brilliantly radiates
from the over one hundred, full-color images in this
stunning book. Sipe thinks of his work as sacred
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geometry that unites this temporal world with higher
planes. Each painting thrills with the dispersion and
concentration of light that seems to emanate from
every line. Sipe regards it as springing from the heart
of the universal Energy that shines forth in
everything that exists. According to Sipe, his
paintings come completely from inner inspiration. As
if by their own volition, the thin silver or gold ink pen
he holds will begin to move until the canvas is filled.
Sipe then energizes certain points in the drawing
with crystals, a process that infuses the work with
spiritual intensity. Finally, he adds light and soft-color
computer effects to achieve an ethereal quality.
Many works in this volume are also accompanied by
his mystical poetry. Since childhood, Sipe has been
influenced by painters of the late nineteenth-century
Symbolist Movement. He feels profoundly connected
with early Theosophist H. P. Blavatsky and believes
his works “not only provide an image of the nucleus
of the universal brotherhood of humanity, they also
mirror the laws of nature and the powers latent in
humankind.” Sipe has also studied Rudolf Steiner,
Eliphas Levy, G. I. Gurdieff, the contemporary
Gnostics, and the spirituality of Hindu teacher
Paramahansa Yogananda and Eckart Tolle, who in
turn led him to A Course in Miracles. His knowledge
of occult anatomy and the chakras, meditation,
alchemy, and the Kabbalah contributes to the wealth
of esoteric wisdom he brings to bear in his art. All
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helps him reflect on canvas his powerful sense of the
sacred that seems to illuminate the very being of the
viewer as well as of the artist and his visionary world.
Alchemy in Contemporary Art analyzes how
twentieth-century artists, beginning with French
Surrealists of the 1920s, have appropriated concepts
and imagery from the western alchemical tradition.
Examining artistic production from ca. 1920 to the
present, with an emphasis on artistic on the 1970s to
2000, the author discusses the work of familiar as
well as lesser known artists to provide a critical,
theorized overview of the alchemical tradition in 20th-
century art.
In an age when the nature of reality is complicated daily
by advances in bioengineering, cloning, and artificial
intelligence, it is easy to forget that the ever-evolving
boundary between nature and technology has long been
a source of ethical and scientific concern: modern
anxieties about the possibility of artificial life and the
dangers of tinkering with nature more generally were
shared by opponents of alchemy long before genetic
science delivered us a cloned sheep named Dolly. In
Promethean Ambitions, William R. Newman ambitiously
uses alchemy to investigate the thinning boundary
between the natural and the artificial. Focusing primarily
on the period between 1200 and 1700, Newman
examines the labors of pioneering alchemists and the
impassioned—and often negative—responses to their
efforts. By the thirteenth century, Newman argues,
alchemy had become a benchmark for determining the
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abilities of both men and demons, representing the
epitome of creative power in the natural world. Newman
frames the art-nature debate by contrasting the
supposed transmutational power of alchemy with the
merely representational abilities of the pictorial and
plastic arts—a dispute which found artists such as
Leonardo da Vinci and Bernard Palissy attacking
alchemy as an irreligious fraud. The later assertion by
the Paracelsian school that one could make an artificial
human being—the homunculus—led to further
disparagement of alchemy, but as Newman shows, the
immense power over nature promised by the field
contributed directly to the technological apologetics of
Francis Bacon and his followers. By the mid-seventeenth
century, the famous "father of modern chemistry," Robert
Boyle, was employing the arguments of medieval
alchemists to support the identity of naturally occurring
substances with those manufactured by "chymical"
means. In using history to highlight the art-nature debate,
Newman here shows that alchemy was not an unformed
and capricious precursor to chemistry; it was an art
founded on coherent philosophical and empirical
principles, with vocal supporters and even louder critics,
that attracted individuals of first-rate intellect. The
historical relationship that Newman charts between
human creation and nature has innumerable implications
today, and he ably links contemporary issues to
alchemical debates on the natural versus the artificial.
Holography exploded on the scientific world in 1964, but
its slow fuse had been burning much longer. Over the
next four decades, the echoes of that explosion reached
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scientists, engineers, artists and popular culture.
Emerging from classified military research, holography
evolved to represent the power of post-war physics, an
aesthetic union of art and science, the countercultural
meanderings of holism, a cottage industry for waves of
would-be entrepreneurs and a fertile plot device for
science fiction. New working cultures sprang up to
mutate holography, redefining its products, reshaping its
audiences and reconceiving its applications. The
outcomes included ever more sublime holograms and
exquisitely sensitive measuring techniques - but also
priority disputes, prurience and poisonous business
rivalries. New subjects cross intellectual borders, and so
do their explanations. This book draws on the history and
philosophy of science and technology, social studies,
politics and cultural history to trace the trajectory of
holography. The result is an in-depth account of how
new science emerges. Based on unprecedented
interviews with pioneer holographers and extensive
archival research, it reveals how science, technology, art
and wider culture are entwined in the modern world.
In Digital Alchemy, acclaimed printmaker Bonny Pierce
Lhotka shows how to turn your standard inkjet printer
into a seemingly magical instrument capable of
transforming your printed images into true works of art.
Using plenty of visuals and straightforward terms, Lhotka
walks you step-by-step through over a dozen projects.
Forget printing on boring old paper, in Digital Alchemy,
you’ll learn how to transfer and print images to a variety
of surfaces including metal, wood, fabric, stone, and
plastic using the techniques Lhotka’s spent years
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developing. If you’re a photographer looking for new
ways to personalize your work or a digital artist who’s
ready to take your work to the next level, you’ll find all of
the tools, techniques, and inspiration you need in this
book. Lhotka’s enthusiasm for experimenting with
unusual printing materials and processes has led her to
create new and amazing transfer techniques, including
one that resembles a Polaroid™ transfer on steroids. She
also shows you how to make prints using unexpected,
everyday materials such as hand sanitizer and gelatin.
You’ll even learn direct printing, the technique for
sending your custom substrate through your printer
almost as if it were paper. In Digital Alchemy, you’ll
learn how to: Transfer images to metal, wood, plastic,
and other materials that will not feed through an inkjet
printer Print directly on metal for a fraction of the cost of
using a print service Simulate a print from an expensive
UV flatbed printer using an inexpensive desktop printer
Use carrier sheets and paintable precoats to print on
almost any surface Achieve near-lithographic quality
digital prints with transfer processes to uncoated fine art
paper In addition to the tutorials in the book, you can
watch Lhotka in action on the included DVD-ROM, which
has over 60 minutes of video footage where you’ll learn
how to perform an alcohol gel transfer, transfer an image
to a wooden surface, use your inkjet printer to achieve
remarkable prints, and more. Simply insert the DVD-
ROM into your computer's DVD drive. Note, this DVD-
ROM will not work in TV DVD players.
Documentation of my own artwork from 2014-2015. I am
a student currently studying within Fine Art sculpture. I
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focus on paper art and the idea of creating something
visual, beginning from a small idea or shape and growing
to form an abstract piece of artwork that plays with the
fragility and solidity of materials.
After the dramas and tragic separations of the Second
World War, Carrington ended up in the 1940s as part of
the circle of Surrealist European emigres living in Mexico
City. Close friends with Luis Bunuel, Benjamin Peret,
Octavio Paz and a host of both expatriate Surrealists and
Mexican modernists, Carringtion was at the centre of
Mexican cultural life, while still maintaining her European
connections. --
"The purpose of this volume is to provide today's readers
and museum-goers with a tool for orienting themselves
in the world of images and learning to read the hidden
meanings of certain famous paintings."--Introduction.
Michael McCaffrey has lost his teaching idealism, but not
pragmatism towards his profession. “Teaching with One
Eye Shut” escorts you into the classroom, faculty room
sanctuary and campus grounds of St. Elizabeth-St.
Ignacious (SESI), a northern California Catholic high
School. Your host, McCaffrey is an eight-year business
instructor beyond the burnout stage and uncertain as to
his future in the profession. His turmoil carries over into
his personal life and relationships. McCaffrey shares his
clear-eyed observations about classroom instruction,
discipline, peers and the bureaucracy accompanying
teaching. He dismisses imposed school administration
artificial team-building tactics. For him, teachers are
individuals expressing their point of view on subject
matters as they visualize it. Peer’s advice and Principals
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are of marginal value. His evaluations are often cutting
and dismissive. They are balanced by periodic inspiring
and surprising heroics emerging from unlikely sources.
McCaffrey seemingly has an unflinching opinion about
everyone and especially himself. His students can be a
distracted and devouring audience, but he is genuinely
appreciated. He introduces the reader into the authentic
and sometimes erratic nature of classroom lecture and
discussion. His teaching subjects include technology,
marketing and law. His students’ responses address
more poignant issues including racism, home life and
their futures beyond schooling. The deeper exchanges
are often conducted between classes or emerge amidst
casual conversations and daily interactions. McCaffrey
addresses timely issues over the success and
shortcomings of contemporary education. He concludes
that society comfortably maintains misplaced priorities
and ignorance towards education and its practitioners.
He takes issue with uninvolved parents who drop their
children off like dirty laundry and expect a private
institution to cleanse them of their bad habits while
educating them. He maintains that Catholic education is
distinct and different from public schools. His conclusion
is based on expected behavioral accountability and
reinforced discipline, rather than superior personal,
facilities and educational techniques. A school’s
objective remains to stimulate a graduating class of
lifelong learners. This lofty goal is tested daily by certain
under-achieving, troubled and unmotivated students,
neurotic faculty members and hamstrung by trifling
misdirected rules. McCaffrey notes that victories surface
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when his contemporaries enable students to navigate the
tenuous labyrinth of adolescence and learning His varied
observations encompass teacher liability, absence
policies, and career burnout, objective grading,
classroom discipline, school fundraising, compensation,
athletic programs, peer gossip and pranks, equipment
deficiencies, and dress codes. McCaffrey is SESI’s
acknowledged faculty satirist who zealously guards his
private time absent of extra-curricular supervisions. He is
never a perennial candidate for Teacher of the Year
honors. His cast of instructional intimates and foils
include basketball coach and confident Rich Ringer,
siren Suzzi Issacs, milquetoast Dennis Greeley,
incompetent Alex Orrigo, misdirected Tim Lovelace,
mumbling Principal Brother Moody and a colorful parade
of diverse and eclectic personalities. A variety of candid
and favorite students are introduced with the
irrepressible Ralphie Houwser heading the list.
McCaffrey feels trapped by his inability to move forward
with his life. A year ending interaction with one of his
peers offers him hope. Will a Parisian rendezvous on
Bastille Day become his ultimate liberation from
professional and personal stagnation? “Teaching with
One Eye Shut” addresses the fragile and volatile role of
mentors and educators. McCaffrey’s memoir offers a
realistic and humorous view of the realities behind high
school instructing, spiced by his periodic exaggerations.
The Companion to Central and Eastern European
Humanism: The Czech Lands is the first reference work
on humanists and their literary activities in this region to
appear in English. It provides biographical and
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bibliographical data about humanist literary life between
c. 1480 and 1630, in two volumes, organised
alphabetically by authors’ names. This first volume
includes three introductory chapters together with more
than 130 biographical entries covering the letters A-L
and a complete overview of the most recent research on
humanism in Central Europe. The interdisciplinary
research team behind this Companion paid particular
attention to local approaches to the classical tradition, to
humanistic multilingualism and to Bohemian authors’
participation in European scholarly networks. The
Companion is a highly relevant resource for all
academics who are interested in humanism and the
history of early modern literature in Central Europe.
Discover alchemy through poetry Discover love through
alchemy Art of 4 Elements Spiritual Poetry and Art
eBook The Art of Four Elements project is a
collaboration of four artists: one poet, one photographer
and two painters. The poetry is an inspiration for the
work of the artists. Each of the artists has chosen 40
poems and has created the art work based on the theme
and the ‘vibe' of each poem. Transforming the visible
into words, and words into images, we stumbled upon
the four elements, and upon each others’ expression of
Love, Joy, Suffering, Compassion, Curiosity, and most of
all, Wonder towards all the manifestations within Nature.
The poetry, the photography, the drawings, all, attempt
to deeper explore the infinite game of Life, through the
exploration of: · Earth that is fixed, rigid, static and quiet,
and symbolizes the world of senses; · Water that is the
primordial Chaos, is fluidity and flexibility, and
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symbolizes the world of emotions; · Air that has no shape
and is incapable of any fixed form. It is a symbol of
thoughts. · Fire that is boundless and invisible, and is a
parching heat that consumes all, or within its highest
manifestation, becomes the expression of Divine Love;
and · Spirit that stands at the center of the four elements
as an Essence, an Observer, Consciousness coming
forth to experience the magic of Life.
Holograms have been in the public eye for over a half-
century, but their influences have deeper cultural roots.
No other visual experience is quite like interacting with
holograms; no other cultural product melds the
technological sublime with magic and optimism in quite
the same way. As holograms have evolved, they have
left their audiences alternately fascinated, bemused,
inspired or indifferent. From expressions of high science
to countercultural art to consumer security, holograms
have represented modernity, magic and materialism.
Their most pervasive impact has been to galvanise
hopeful technological dreams. Engineers, artists, hippies
and hobbyists have played with, and dreamed about,
holograms. This book explores how holograms found a
place in distinct cultural settings. It is aimed at readers
attracted to pop culture, visual studies and cultural
history, scholars concerned with media history, fine art
and material studies and, most of all, cross-disciplinary
audiences intrigued about how this ubiquitous but still-
mysterious visual medium grew up in our midst and
became entangled in our culture. This book explores the
technical attractions and cultural uses of the hologram,
how they were shaped by what came before them, and
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how they have matured to shape our notional futures.
Today, holograms are in our pockets (as identity
documents) and in our minds (as gaming fantasies and
'faux hologram' performers). Why aren't they more often
in front of our eyes?
Surrealist artist Max Ernst defined collage as the
"alchemy of the visual image." Students of his work have
often dismissed this comment as simply a metaphor for
the transformative power of using found images in a new
context. Taking a wholly different perspective on Ernst
and alchemy, however, M. E. Warlick persuasively
demonstrates that the artist had a profound and abiding
interest in alchemical philosophy and often used
alchemical symbolism in works created throughout his
career. A revival of interest in alchemy swept the artistic,
psychoanalytic, historical, and scientific circles of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and Warlick
sets Ernst's work squarely within this movement. Looking
at both his art (many of the works she discusses are
reproduced in the book) and his writings, she reveals
how thoroughly alchemical philosophy and symbolism
pervade his early Dadaist experiments, his foundational
work in surrealism, and his many collages and paintings
of women and landscapes, whose images exemplify the
alchemical fusing of opposites. This pioneering research
adds an essential key to understanding the multilayered
complexity of Ernst's works, as it affirms his standing as
one of Germany's most significant artists of the twentieth
century.
Now in Paperback In Dime-Store Alchemy, poet Charles
Simic reflects on the life and work of Joseph Cornell, the
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maverick surrealist who is one of America’s great artists.
Simic’s spare prose is as enchanting and luminous as
the mysterious boxes of found objects for which Cornell
is justly renowned.
A comprehensive, up-to-date resource offers information
on a wide range of art materials; contains recipes for
homemade paints; discusses the characteristics of
different types of paints, pigments, canvases, grounds,
papers, solvents, varnishes, and preservatives; covers
new products on the market; and offers instruction in a
variety of techniques and methods of application.
Original.
Visual Alchemy: The Fine Art of Digital MontageCRC
Press
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